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If you find this printable helpful please share the following link on sites like Facebook, Twitter, or Pinterest so others can benefit:

http://www.pre-kpages.com/nurseryrhymes/
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- This document may not be digitally displayed, distributed, or reproduced without permission from the author.
- You can find more nursery rhyme ideas and resources HERE.
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**Instructions:**

Print the labels on the next page on Avery sticker paper or Avery 5160 labels. Attach the stickers to tongue depressors. Print the can label below on sticker paper and attach to the front of a Crystal Light container. Place the tongue depressors in the can and invite students to pick a stick. The picture on the stick indicates the voice that is to be used to say the rhyme.

---

**Can Label**

Nursery
Rhyme
Fluency
Sticks
Baby Voice  Alien Voice  Robot Voice
Cowboy Voice  Dinosaur Voice  Pirate Voice
Whisper Voice  Monster Voice  Mouse Voice
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Resources

If you enjoyed this resource here are some others that might be of interest to you:

Pre-K Pages Themes in Alphabetical Order

Pre-K Pages Printable Teacher Resources

Pre-K Pages Dramatic Play Printables

Pre-K Pages Nursery Rhymes

Want to learn how to create your own products?
Tutor for Teachers can help
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